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Abstract—This paper presents results of the
quantification of security threats of e-learning system
using an economic measure abridged by MFC (Mean
Failure Cost). We study means to optimize this
measure and to make it more precise, more useful in
practice. First we develop basic security
requirements taxonomy adapted to all context and
systems because security requirements lacks a clear
basic taxonomy. Then our hierarchical model is used
to enrich the first matrix (stake matrix) of the MFC
cyber security measure. The stake matrix defines the
list of system’s stakeholders and the list of security
requirements, it is used to express each cell in dollar
monetary terms, it represents loss incurred and/or
premium placed on requirement. Then we present a
survey of known relationships among security subfactors and measures as well as common
mechanisms. Also we provide a control of the MFC
using a classification of security measures. This
information is useful in the design of decisions to
requirements.
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I.

INTRODUCATION

Given the fact that the number of attacks is now
so large, many organizations focus on securing their
platforms and especially in determining the new
threats and vulnerabilities.
As a consequence, maintaining system security
is a necessity for a variety of system organizations,
government agencies, defense industries, industrial
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projects and school environments. We are faced to
a wide security gap quite difficult to control.
Nevertheless, considering a total secure system
is really a challenge. Security assessment policy and
metrics are recommended, they serve as a guideline
to the issues related to the availability, reliability,
integrity, and confidentiality of the given system.
Information security risk management is a
process for measuring security through risk
assessment, it is essential for complex systems such
as e-learning platform to guarantee their quality and
good image.
The literature review proves a lack in
quantitative models applied to e-learning system
and presents the strengths of the MFC model in
quantifying security threats with a financial risk
measure [4, 5, 26].
E-learning or other e-systems needed to be safe
and secure, to maintain the perfect running of the
system and to learn in safe [28, 29], we require the
illustration of the Mean failure Cost (MFC) as a
strong cyber security risk measure [4, 5, 26, 27]. It
is of our need to adopt a security risk management
process in order to determine the worthiest attack
and the ignored one, it is one way to focus on the
serious attacks, to better manage the budget and
find the best way to use it [6, 7].
We focalize on the quantification of security
threats of a given e-system using an economic
measure abridged by MFC (Mean Failure Cost) [7,
17, 25, 27]. We specialize this paper in two
directions:
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First, we study means to optimize the MFC
measure and to make it more precise, more
useful in practice and further better decision.
This aspect of work includes analytical
researches on the structure of security
specifications, as well as empirical researches in
order to facilitate the calculation, the evaluation
and the interpretation of the MFC. In this paper,
we intend to define a basic security
requirements tree or taxonomy, and to illustrate
it on the refinement of the Mean Failure Cost
model. We discuss the application of this cyber
security metric to E-learning systems.
 Second, we focus on presenting security aspects
of e-Learning application, and analyze its
respective stakeholders, security requirements,
architectural components and threats. In
addition, to adapt the MFC measure to quantify
security threats and risk within e-learning
systems.
 Third, we present security measures regarding
security requirements sub factor. Then we
present security measures and associated
security mechanisms.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
present the basic security requirements for elearning systems. In section 3, we illustrate the new
proposed basic security requirement taxonomy. In
section 4, we discuss and compute the MFC for the
basic security requirements taxonomy for An Elearning application. In section 5, we present
security measures regarding security requirements
sub factor. In section 6, we present security
measures and associated security mechanisms.
Finally, we conclude by summarizing our results,
and sketching directions of further research.

II.

THE

BASIC

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

FOR

E-

LEARNING SYSTEMS

Nowadays, security requirements become an
important issue in Information Systems, they
improve the quality of software process and
products. Security requirements are considered as
levels protection, necessary for equipment, data,
information and applications to meet security policy
[1].
According to Charles et al. [2] security
requirements are defined as “constraints on the
functions of the system, where these constraints
operationalize one or more security goals”. Security
requirements are considered as non functional
requirements and a constraint on the system’s
functional requirements.
E-learning systems share similar security
requirements with other e-services related to the
accessibility of service via internet, the
consumption of service by a person via internet and
the payment of a service by the consumer [8, 9].
We can classify the following basic security
requirements of the e-learning platform into six
aspects; Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability,
Non-repudiation, Authentication and Privacy.






Authentication:
The
authentication
mechanism is required to identify the
application user of the platform and give
him the right to access to the system with his
own account [10, 11, 12, 13].
Confidentiality: is required to ensure that
data and
resources
available on
the
platform are accessible only by those
with rights of access.
Confidentiality of Platform is guaranteed by
ensuring a secure data environment [10, 11,
13].
Integrity: Integrity of data and resources in
the open source software e-learning platform
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III.

is required to ensure that the information
available on
the
platform can
be
modified only by authorized entities [10, 11,
13].
Availability: Availability of the application
is required to ensure that the web
application is
always
available
and operational when the user needs it [10,
11, 13].
Non-repudiation: ensures that no party in
an operation can deny participating in the
operation. We can also define the
mechanism of Non-repudiation as the
mechanism focus on the fact that the sender
of
the
message cannot
deny having sent the message in the future
[13].
Privacy: Is necessary to ensure nondisclosure
of information given for
each user. Privacy is required to ensure the
security of information related to each user.
[13].

THE

PROPOSED

BASIC

SECURITY

REQUIREMENTS TAXONOMY
Security issues are primordial to be considered
for the development of all online systems. This
concept is an emerging trend in software
engineering. A well defined security process is
advantageous and a well defined security
requirements plan is recommended. All we need
first, is to clarify and identify the needed security
requirements as well as the sub security
requirements and the whole security requirement
taxonomy.
Considering the logical relationship between
security requirements, we propose in this section a
variety of taxonomy of primary and secondary
security requirements.
As presented in the
definition, security requirements are constraints on

the functional requirements of a given system, the
primary one is abstract, its refinement on sub
factors give us more clarity and pertinence. This
refinement process is recommended to provide
more details about security guidelines and it is need
in other cases when specification is related to the
system such as the technical one [14].
To the best of our knowledge, security
requirements cover a variety of quality criteria.
They are formed as an hierarchical taxonomy of
quality sub-factors presented by Firesmith [3],
Calderón & Marta [15] and Lasheras [1]. Also other
approaches are proposed to present the basic
security requirements like ISO 7498 -2:1989 [16,
17, 18], The CIA triad (confidentiality, integrity and
availability) [19] and other proposed categorization.
The primary focus is to facilitate the specification
and presentation of security requirements.
Table 1, presents the proposed basic taxonomy
of security requirements. It is based on a variety of
investigations; we studied 5 security requirement
criteria and their relative sub criteria.


Access control: is considered among the
principal security requirements and it is
called access control. It means that only a
trusted user can have an access to the system
security [3, 20, 21, 22, 23].
o Authorization: is “the degree to
which access and usage privileges of
authenticated externals are properly
granted and enforced”. [3]
o Identification: is “ the degree to
which the system identifies (i.e.,
recognizes)
its externals before
interacting with them”. [3]
o Authentication : is “the degree to
which the system verifies the
identities of its externals before
interacting with them”. [3, 23].
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unauthorized
addition,
modification, deletion, or theft). [3]

Availability: System content must be
available, for example when a user takes a
course, obtains data or a service through an
online e-learning system, this service needs
to be available in reasonable time [16, 19,
24, 20].
o Resource allocation: the resources
of the system in consideration such
as memory, disk space and CPU time
allocated need to be restricted
to
guarantee unavailability
for
anonymous users. For example: “The
system shall not assign a single user
more than 100 MB in hard disk”.
Example: “The system shall not
assign more than 50% of all
work memory available for user
requests”. [15]
o Expiration: Is when the system is
time out, and it seems useful when
the user forgets to log out. Example:
“The system shall reduce the time
connection requests take to time-out
to 1 minute when the number
of connection
requests
exceeds
10,000 per hour”. [15]
o Response time: the system should
be available for a period of time, we
can measure it on the percent of
requests. Example: “The system
shall
provide
student
information within 1 hour for 99% of
requests”. [15]



Non-repudiation: is the possibility to deny
the transaction or the transmission of data
[3, 15, 16, 21, 22].



Integrity: is the ability to protect data from
being altered or destroyed in an
unauthorized or accidental manner [16, 3,
19, 20, 23, 24].
o Software Integrity: is the protection
of software components from
intentional corruption (e.g., via

o Personal Integrity: is the protection
of
human
components
from
intentional corruption (e.g., via
bribery or extortion). [3]
o Hardware
Integrity:
is
the
protection of hardware components
from intentional corruption (e.g., via
unauthorized addition, modification,
or theft). [3]
o Data Integrity: is the protection of
data including communications from
intentional corruption (e.g., via
unauthorized creation, modification,
deletion, or replay) [3, 15].


Privacy : Personal information should not
be disclosed to unauthorized individuals,
entities, or computer software processes
[3, 16, 19, 20, 23, 24].
o Traces: the system should provide
traces
on previously
accessed information.
Mutual
exclusion constraints may be
required. Example: “The system
shall
not
provide
organization information access to
any person
who previously
accessed information about another
organization within the same
conflict of interest class. [15]
o Cardinality: the system should
verify the number of simultaneous
connections for a user. Example:
“The system shall not allow more
than two simultaneous connections
to a user”. [15]
o Consent and notification: is
important in medical information
systems, the system should notify
users when they access to the
system. Example: “ The system
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shall
not
allow
medical
center physicians to have access to
medical records of a patient unless
the patient has approved the access”.
[15]

TABLE 1. THE PROPOSED BASIC TAXONOMY OF
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

Security requirements

o Attribution: this is specific to verify
access to logs, then only the system
administrator can delete records from
the account access log. Example:
“The system shall record user
identification, date, and time each
time a user prints a customer list”.
[15]

Authorization
Access control

Identification
Authentication
Resource allocation

Availability

Expiration
Response time

Non-repudiation

Non-repudiation
Software Integrity

o Aggregation: the system must not
be able to provide user access a large
number of records which form the
aggregate information such as daily
sales
reports
and monthly
customer purchase reports. Example:
“The system shall not allow tellers to
access daily sales reports before they
execute the end day drawer process
(in a Point of Sales system)”. [15]

Integrity

Personal Integrity
Hardware Integrity
Data Integrity
Traces
Cardinality
Consent and
notification
Attribution

Privacy

Aggregation
Encryption

o Encryption: the system must
guarantee that sensitive data are
encrypted. Example: “The system
shall not allow users to transmit
credit card numbers using an easily
understandable format”. [15]
o Confidentiality:
Personal
information
should
not
be
disclosed
to
unauthorized
individuals, entities, or computer
software processes. For examples
trade secrets, business plans,
education records, credits card
numbers. Confidentiality is usually
ensured by encryption [3, 23].
o Anonymity: is the possibility to
conserve the identity of users from
unauthorized storage or disclosure
[3].

Security Requirements
Sub factor

Confidentiality
Anonymity

IV.

COMPUTING

THE

MFC

FOR

THE

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS TAXONOMY:

BASIC

AN E-

LEARNING APPLICATION

The Mean Failure Cost is a recent value based
measure of cyber-security, First of all, on the
theoretical side; Anis et al. developed the
mathematical infrastructure to estimate the MFC
using failure cost and failure probabilities [4, 5, 25,
26, 27]: They define the MFC as:
MFC = ST ◦ DP ◦ IM ◦ PT

(1)

The MFC computes for each stakeholder of the
given system his loss of operation ($/H). This
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quantitative model is a cascade of linear models to
quantify security threats in term of loss that results
from system vulnerabilities.

this matrix we have used the values from
[30].


The impact matrix (IM) presented in
table 4 is filled by analysts according to
how each component is affected by each
threat; each cell represents probability of
compromising a component given that a
threat has materialized, it depends on the
target of each threat, likelihood of
success of the threat. To fill this matrix
we have used the values from [30]. IM
(Ck,Th): The probability that Component
Ck is compromised if Threat Th has
materialized.



The vector of threat presented in table 5
emergences probabilities (PT) that
represents the probability of emergence
of the various threats is done empirically,
by simulating and/or operating the
system for some length of time and
estimating the number of threats that
have emerged during that time. Each cell
represents the probability of realization
of each threat, it depends on perpetrator
models,
empirical
data,
known
vulnerabilities, known counter-measures,
etc. PT (Ti): The probability that threat
Ti materialized for a unit of operation
time (one hour of operation).

In the practical side, they applied the proposed
MFC to an e-commerce sample application [25] and
to a cloud computing systems [31, 32, 33] using an
implemented tool which computes the MFC for a
given system, it calculates MFC metrics.
Our proposed improvement is on the ST’ and
DP’ matrix, Where ST’, DP’ and IM are three
matrixes, PT is a vector:




1

The stake matrix (ST’) presented in table
2 is filled by stakeholders according to
the stakes they have in satisfying
individual requirements; it is composed
with the list of four stakeholders and the
list of new security requirements. Each
cell expressed in dollars monetary terms
and it represents loss incurred and/or
premium placed on requirement. Our
contribution in this paper resides on
improving the stake matrix and
presenting the basic taxonomy of
security requirements. To fill ST Matrix
we did a survey for ENT1. ST (Hi, Rj):
Is the stake that stakeholders Hi has in
meeting requirement Rj.
The dependency matrix (DP’) presented
in table 3 is filled in by the system
architect (i.e., cyber security operations
and system administrators) according to
how each component contributes to meet
each requirement; each cell represents
probability of failure with respect to a
requirement given that a component has
failed. DP (Rj, Ck): The probability that
the system fails to meet requirement Rj if
component Ck is compromise. To fill

http://ent.uvt.rnu.tn/
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TABLE 2. THE EXTENDED STAKES MATRIX (ST’)t (cost of failing security requirement stakes in $)
Access control

10

30

5

5

Identification

10

30

5

5

Authentication

10

30

5

5

Resource allocation

30

30

2

10

Availability

Non-repudiation

Expiration

30

30

2

5

Response time

20

20

1

5
5

Non-repudiation

10

20

0

Software Integrity

30

20

5

7

Personal Integrity

40

30

10

10

Hardware Integrity

20

20

10

10

Data Integrity

30

20

5

5

Traces

10

0

0

5

Cardinality

20

0

0

10

Consent and notification

5

0

0

3

Attribution

40

0

0

0

Aggregation

20

0

0

10

Encryption

30

15

5

7

Confidentiality

40

20

0

10

Anonymity
Security Requirements Sub factor/

40
Administrator

20
Teacher

0
Student

10
Technician

Integrity

Privacy

Security requirements

Authorization

Stakeholders

TABLE 3. DEPENDENCY MATRIX (DP’)
Security
requirements

Access control

Availability

Nonrepudiation

Integrity

Security Requirements Sub
factor

Browser

Web server

Application
Server

DB server

Firewall
server

Authorization

0

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

9.79 10-1

Identification

0

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

9.79 10-1

Authentication

0

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

4.2 10-3

9.79 10-1

Resource allocation

0

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

0

3.3 10-3

9.868 10-1

Expiration

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

9.802 10-1

Response time

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

3.3 10-3

9.802 10-1

-2

-2

-2

-2

Mail
server

1 10

3.3 10

8.71 10-1

7 10-3

7 10-3

7 10-3

7 10-3

9.58 10-1

0

0

0

0

1

7 10-3

7 10-3

9.65 10-1

-3

2 10

3.3 10

3.3 10

Software Integrity

7 10-3

7 10-3

Personal Integrity

0

0

Hardware Integrity

0

7 10-3

7 10-3

7 10-3

Data Integrity

0

7 10

-3

7 10

-3

-3

Traces

0

0

Cardinality

0

-2

No failure

0

Non-repudiation

7 10

0

7 10

9.72 10-1

0

0

3.33 10-2

0

9.667 10-1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Attribution

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Aggregation

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Encryption

0

Consent and notification

Privacy

Components

Confidentiality
Anonymity

0
-2

0
-2

2 10

3.33 10

3.33 10

0

0

0

0
-2

0
-2

0
-1

5 10

1 10

3.33 10

0

0

0

1
-2

7.3 10-1
1
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TABLE 4. THE THREAT MATRIX (IM)
Threats
Components

BroA

InsC

DoS

CryptS

DOR

InfL

Buff

CSRF

CSS

FURL

InjecF

MFile

No
Threats

Browser

0.4

0.1

0.005

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.333

0

0

0

Web server

0.4

0.2

0.001

0

0

0

0.5

0.01

0.02

0.333

0

0

0

Application
server
DB server

0.4

0.2

0.01

0

0

0

0.5

0.01

0

0.333

0,02

0.005

0

0.4

0.2

0.01

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.5

0.01

0

0

0.02

0.005

0

Firewall server

0.01

0.01

0.05

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mail server

0.4

0.2

0.01

0.03

0.03

0.03

0

0.01

0

0.333

0.02

0.005

0

No Failure

0.6

0.4

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.8

0.8

1

TABLE 5. THE PT VECTOR (PT)
Threats

Probability

Broken authentication and session management (BroA)

4.20 10-3

Insecure communication (InsC)

3.00 10-3

Denial of service (Dos)
Insecure cryptographic storage (CrypS)

3.08 10-3
7.00 10-4

Insecure direct object reference (DOR)

7.00 10-4

Information leakage and improper error handling (InfL)

7.00 10-4

Buffer overflow (Buff )

1.00 10-4

Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF)

4.20 10-4

Cross Site Scripting (CSS)

1.80 10-4

Failure to restrict URL access (FURL)

9.80 10-3

Injection flaws (InjecF)

2.17 10-3

Malicious file execution (MFile)

5.04 10-4
974.44 10-3

No Threats

Using this data, we compute the new vector of the
Mean Failure Cost using the formula, as shown in
table 6:
MFC’ = ST’ ◦ DP’ ◦ IM ◦ PT

(2)

TABLE 6.THE MEAN FAILURE COST ‘ FOR E-LEARNING
SYSTEM USING NEW TAXONOMY
Stakeholders
System
administrator
Teacher
Student
Technician

Mean Failure Cost’ $ /hour
418.178
301.872
50.595
118.125

Given the fact that security lacks a clear
taxonomy of security requirements, the new basic
taxonomy of security requirements forms a unified
model of security concepts, therefore it is useful in
many directives:



Ensuring an orthogonal decomposition of the
security requirements sub factor.
 Empirical value of the first matrix (stake
matrix’) became more precise, near to the
reality and useful in practice.
 Reducing the redundancy of stakes values in
ST matrix.
The Mean Failure Cost formula is a stochastic
function, the major focus is to optimize the classic
MFC metric and its quantitative value. In [4, 26,
27] Rjaibi et al. have implemented the classic MFC
formula for the same system, value are presented in
table 7.
As a validation of the extended MFC cyber
security model, we compare the result of table 6
(MFC application for e-learning systems based on
the new taxonomy of security requirements) and
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result of table 7 (MFC application for e-learning
systems using some listed security requirements)
The first interpretations of the new results of
the MFC metric are more significant. So, the
refinement of the basic security requirements is
beneficial to better estimate the matrices that are
needed to compute MFC, and explore the best
opportunities for security related decision.





Access control: is a one of the most important
and fundamental security measure; it means the
access to a resource that is restricted to those
who are authorized. Access control makes use
of three subsidiary measures to provide secure
access to system resources: identification,
authentication, and authorization of actors.



Physical protection: is a Security measure; it
means the protection from physical threats such
as theft, tampering, or destruction of
equipment,
including
defenses
against
accidents and disasters. Physical protection
includes a wide variety of defenses against
accidents, disasters, and intruders.



Security policy: is a Security measure; is a set
of rules or practices that a system must enforce.
It specifies how a system should handle its
assets in a secure manner.



Non repudiation: is a Security measure; is the
monitoring of events and recording of relevant
information to disprove an actor’s false denial
of involvement in an incident.



Attack detection: is a Security measure; is the
active or passive monitoring of behaviors and
conditions for evidence of an attack.



System recovery: Security measure; services
that minimize the effects of a security failure
by restoring the system to a secure state during
or after an attack or accident.

TABLE 7. THE MEAN FAILURE COST FOR E-LEARNING
SYSTEMS WITHOUT SUB FACTOR OF SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
Stakeholders
System
administrator
Teacher
Student

Mean Failure Cost’ $ /hour
0.785
0.743
0.056

Technician

V. SECURITY

0.223

MEASURES

REGARDING

SECURITY

REQUIREMENTS SUB FACTOR

Security measures represent the generic and
independent forms of security controls; it
represents also what the system should do to
provide a secure environment. They describe
security in a behavioral sense. In this context,
there are many types of security measures for each
category of quality sub-factors. Some of the most
fundamental security measures are described here.
We present a survey of known relationships
among security sub-factors and measures as well as
common mechanisms. This information is useful in
the design of decisions to requirements [34]:








Confidentially:
o Access control
o Physical protection
o Security policy
Integrity:
o Access control
o Non repudiation
o Physical protection
o Attack detection
Availability:
o System recovery
o Physical protection
o Attack detection
Accountability:
o Non repudiation
o Attack detection

Conformance:
o Access control
o Physical protection
o Attack detection
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VI. SECURITY

MEASURES

AND

ASSOCIATED

SECURITY

MECHANISMS

Security quality sub-factors are broken down into
security measures, which define general behaviors
that support quality sub-factors. Requirements are
then mapped to security measures and their
associated security mechanisms of protection and
prevention as presented in the different layer [34].












Access control
o Biometrics
o Certificates
o Multilevel security
o Passwords and keys
o Reference monitor
o Registration
o Time limits
o User permissions
o VPN
Security policy
o Administrative privileges
o Malware detection
o Multilevel security
o Reference monitor
o Secure channels
o Security session
o Single access point
o Time limits
o User permissions
o VPN
Non repudiation
o Administrative privileges
o Logging and auditing
o Reference monitor
Physical protection
o Access cards
o Alarms
o Equipments tagging
o Locks
o Offsite storage
o Secured rooms
o Security personal
System recovery
o Backup and restoration
o Configuration management
o Connection service agreement
o Disaster recovery
o Off-site storage
o Redundancy
Attack detection
o Administrative privileges



o Alarms
o Incident response
o Intrusion detection systems
o Logging and auditing
o Malware detection
o Reference monitor
Boundary protection
o DMZ
o Firewalls
o Proxies
o Single access point

We present a comprehensive survey of known
relationships among security requirements factors
and security measure and the possible associated
security mechanisms. It is intended to help to
achieve better decisions to requirements and also a
reuse of security requirements that requires a
common understanding of the related security
concepts.
It is also beneficial in standardizing a common
definition, and needed to support a common
understanding of security concepts in the context of
reusable artifacts the possible associated security
mechanisms.
VII. CONTROLING

THE

MFC

USING THE CLASSIFICATRION

OF SECURITY MEASURES

As an example of application of the mean failure
cost, we perform a cost/ benefit analysis on a
number of security measures that one
can deploy. Because the mean failure cost is
calculated as the product of many factors (the
stakes
matrix,
the
dependability
matrix, the impact matrix, the threat vector), we
can control mean failure costs by controlling any
one
of
these
factors.
For
the
sake of argument, we classify security measures
according to which factor they involve. We briefly
discuss
this
classification,
below:




Mitigation Measures: Controlling the
Stakes Matrix. This family designates
measures which we take to reduce the
impact of failures on costs incurred by
users.
Failure Tolerance Measures: Controlling
the Dependability Matrix. This family
designates measures which minimize
the impact of component failures on system
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failures by enhancing the failure tolerance
of the system (using redundancy, for
example).
Fault Tolerance Measures: Controlling the
Impact Matrix. This family designates
measures
which
minimize
the
incidence of component failures by
eliminating or mitigating component
vulnerabilities.
Evasive Measures: Controlling the Threat
Vector. This family designates measures
which aim to conceal component
vulnerabilities, or otherwise making it
harder to exploit them.

VIII. CONCLUSION




Collect the new empirical data of the
stake and dependability matrixes of the
mean failure cost model
We present a survey of known
relationships among security sub-factors
which refers to security requirements
and measures as well as common
mechanisms.

We envision to broaden the application of MFC
to the analysis of the security attributes of Elearning systems, by refining the holistic and
complete catalog
of security requirements,
collecting empirical information that help us better
estimate the matrices that are needed to compute
MFC, and explore more opportunities for security
related decision-making using the same measure
(MFC).

Among major concern of software engineering
we present the topic of software security.
Therefore, Security requirements are useful to
discuss in early the software development process, IX. REFERENCES
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